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TRANS BORDER DATA F~

It was once said that my country, Australia, was the

greatest international victim of "the tyranny of distance".

Not only was this European civilisation distanced by half a
world from its cultural origins. Even within the Australian

Continent, scattered communities· developed, clinging generally

to the coastline and on the edge of a vast i.oland desert.

Distance from cultural origins and distance from,each other

were factors that influenced the early social and political

development of the Austral~an people.

Recent advances in technology reduce the distances

both national ana international. Whereas it took the First

British Fleet, bearing its captive band of unwilling convict

migrants, eight months to reach Sydney Cove, I accomplished the

same journey by sitting in an armchair for just less than "a day.
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The revolution in physical movement is "dwarfed only by

the exponential developments in telecommunic?tions. Now the

integration of information sciences by the linking of

telecomnmnications and. computers is working ,the next

. revolution. It is an international phenomenon. It bas

consequences for the national sec~rity, cultural independence

and eco,nomic self-~ufficiency of all Western countries. It

also impacts upon individual human rights, including what we

Anglophones have chosen to call "pr'ivacy" but what may be

better described as ~data protection" and I'data security".

The .key characteristics of the "new information

environment created by information -technology" have been

identified many times. In the Rockefeller Report, National

Information Policy, the chief consequences for the United

States of the new information technology were. identified in"

terms relevant to most of our countries:

* A massive increase in the volume of information

flow: between a four and sevenfold increase

between now and 1985.

*

*

*

•

A shrinkage of time and distance constraints upon

communications. Satellite and other

communications provide long-distance capabilities

to use co;puters and other information te~hnology

throughout the world at e~er-diminishing cost.

An increase in the inter-dependence of previously

autonomous institutions and services, including an

increase in the dependence by national

institutions upon data banks in foreign countries.

Conceptual changes in economic, social and

political processes induced by increased

information and communications. A prime example

of these is. the impact of the "cashless" society

as a result of electronic funds transfer .

The decrease in the "time cushion" between social

and technical changes and their impact and

consequences. There is no longer time to

anticipate impacts of information technology.

before they become part of our everyday life, The

pocket calculator and the citiz~n-band radio are

cases in point.
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I am a ~awyer. I am not.a telecommunications.expert,

nor do I pretend to understand~th~'technology of comp~ters.
, ....!' , . " "

But one ooes JIG!: ~.<:t~~.~?~.':1r}(:}c:~s<ta~,? 0?w. ~he technology works to

perceive its impact o~ soci~ty( including international

society. Let u~"~e blunt. 'The 'de';elg~~~~ts ~f i~~tan'taneous- '-
telecommunications ana computer .technology, linked together,

have ~aken most of our cou~tties (and' thei; legal sys~ems) by

surpr ise ~. SUd"denly, technoi~gi~ai dev~;Lop~ents o~curre'd wh ich
. : ~' ... '. , .' .... ":';; "",';1,':'; ._·~··'~r.·. ·.P:_;-:··-·~;;·.

affected the place at which vital international information was".• -, .. ~ •.-- '. ,-,"-, .-'":}.. ;. ,-".":",.", ..-,-:., ':.:': ""':' .,'.·l ...· .
stored., ..The.job~ c.'~ ci.t~ze~s ,w~re ~.~fected .., Unles~ proper

safeguards were introduced, personal information on individuals

in one country COUld. be stored quite simp~y in an0th~F,country,
. • . , - .. ". .;' ( . , ". - ~'j ." . - . . ~., __ , ',. ~. ..;. .., i, '. .

re.t~~ ..~v,~,9.J-e without l7,7chnica.~.:~indraQS~ ~~,.an.instant c:-~d at

THE FIRST REACTION: LOCAL DATA LAWS

The first re,ac.~}.9,_0 of l.~~make.r.~.. to. the. n~.~ information

technology...~.~? th~_. d~v;~l?P_~~:~.;~ <?,~.._a ::~..i.JJJ~8.-.?~;. ,t;\at+5:W:~1 laws
designed to pro~ect fn~ivid~J~ liberties and to ~ssure the

security of p~rsonal data .. In Sweden J the Data,A<:;t. 1973
. "-- ...... , -, -.. . : '. >'..;' .' . ";"" . -

establish~d.:,;~. :.?'fJ-~,: :31~~J?~ctt?P,~ ~~)~f-? ,~t:+Shl)';~it_5Jp-i f icant pC!wers of
superintendence .Qver- ~_utorrtated c?~lections c.ontaining personal

_ ~ 'c .

. data. In the United States,-the Privacy Act of ~974

established a code for the protection Of, privacy in data files,

automated and otherwise, kept by federal governmental

agencies. FrOm these beginnings, there has proliferated a

large number of laws and proposals for laws. 'In France, the

Act on Data Processing, Data Files and Individual Liberties

came into operation in 1978. In Australia J the Law Reform

Commission J which I head, has been set the task of designing

national privacy laws.

A table illustrates the stage reached in domestic

legislation on this topic:
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STATUS. OF DATA PROTECTION LEGISLATION

Country National Sub-National Reports

Australia L RP

Austr ia L R

Bel'3 ium P

Canada L L R

Denmark L R

Finland RP

France- L R

.Germany L L,P R
Gr"eece

Iceland RP
Ireland

Italy RP

Japan RP

Lux-.embourg ·L

Netherlands P R

New Zealand L ..

Norway L R

Portugal

Spain P R

Sweden L R

Switzerland- ·L RP

United Kingdom R

United States L,P L,P R

Yugoslavia RP

Source Transnational Data Report

Code

L Law Adopted

P Legislation in Parliament

R Government Report Prepared

RP Government Report in Preparation

The technology of instantaneous co~rnunication and the

potential to collect and store vast quantities of information

outside a country (and, therefore, possibly beyond its legal

jurisdiction) attracted piecemeal attention in the early
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domestic legislation of Europe~" "For ex~m.'ple, s'~ii of the

'Swedish Act provides that trans-border flows of-personal data

out of Sweden may only take place with the .permission of_the

Data Inspection Board. Section 7 of the Danish Priv;.,te

Req-isters Act arid s. 20(3} of its Public Registers Ace make

like provis'ions. Section 24 of" the French law aiso 'envisages

authorisation or regulation of the transmission of personal

data, subjected to automatic processing, between France and

another country.

THE SECOND REACTION: INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

Cau~eS of the "Second Wave u

A number of considerations led to a "second wave" of

international concern and to the involvement of international

organisations, including the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development (O.E.C.D.). Amongst ~he chief

considetations I would List:

*

*

Pace of Tele-informatics: The potentiation of

information technology and telecommunica~ions. Put

together, the computer and.the satellite, the data

bank and the telephone make a nonsense of distance.

The realisation of this in so many quarters and· the

massive development of th~ use of this technology has

left domestic lawmakers gasping. The process of

lawmaking in most democracies is a slow one. It is

done by laymen. The technologies move fast and are

beyond the comprehension of most laymen. What can be

understood is that information is moving about at

ever-increasing speed and ever-diminishing cost,

indifferent to international borders and, therefore,

not readily susceptible to domestic laws.

Fear of Artifical Barriers: Especially in the

contiguous states of Europe but also in other

developed communities as a consequence of

telecommunications advances, a fear was expressed that

slow-moving lawmakers, modelling their laws on legal
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concepts of earlier times, would impose barriers on

the new technology which would be artificiar,

difficult to police and enforce, inconvenient and

counter-productive.

* Fear of Inconsistencies in Laws:

*

*

was the realisation that, with common technology, gave

inconveniences ~ould arise if utterly different

approaches w~re adopted in relation to dat? protection

and data security. The "hardware ff and "software" of

computers would be affectad t with possible

consequences for design and costs, to say nothing of

the effect on links between data bases in different

countries. Such links have a great potential for good

as any airlin~ traveller will know.

Fear of Misusing Privacy Laws: A further concern,

particularly in an organisation with th.e objects of

the O.E.C.D._· w~~, naturally enough'~"· that, in the name

of protecting privacy some countries would develop

laws, policies ?oo practices that were in fact aimed

at solving other perceived consequences of the new

technology, e.g., the feared loss of national

sovereignty, diminished cultura~ independence,

linguistic autonomy, lost job opportunities,

technological excellence and expertise and so on. In

other words, it was feared in some quarters that

specific barriers would be created, ostensively in the

name of protecting individual liberties, but in truth

aimed at ulterior objects which, however legitimate

they were considered at home, were wrongly

"dressed-up" as a privacy concern.

Fear of Taxes on Flows: Finally, I would mention a

consideration raised by Mr J.P. Chamoux, a Consultant

to the O.E.C.D. He suggested that as trans-border

data flows became a significant part of international

trade in goods and services principally in the flow of

non personal data they would also attract the

attention of tax authorities. The need to bring some

order into this potential development was called to

attention.

* 

* 

* 
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The result of some or all of these considerations has been a

'series of international efforts designed to address the"

consequences, legal and economic, o~ the expansio~ in"

trans-border data flows. It is no disrespect to the efforts of

the united Nations .organisatio"n, U.r4E.S.C.. Q" the Euro·pean

Communities Commjssion,.the European Parfiament and the Nordic

Council to suggest that the chief international efforts so far

have" been in the Council of'-Eur9pe 'and the D.E.C.D",

Fortunately, there has been Glose collaboration between the

Committee of Expe~ts of the Council of Europe and the Expert

Group of the O.E.C.D. Th~ overlap ~f member countries and of

working personnel, the commonality of the technology and of the

problems to be faced promoted a. high degree of co-operation

both within these two bodies and between them.

Special Features of the O.E.C.D. Project

Nonetheless; the" O.E".C'.n. exercise" has certain special

features:

1. Wide Membe"rship: The membership of the O.E.C.D. is

wider and more diverse -than the membership of the

Council·o~ Europe. "In addition to its European

members', the O·."E.C;D. includes the Uni"ted States,

Canada, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. Because of

the "special significance of North America in relation

to data processing, the. economic impo·rtance of Japan,

the more intensive representation of distant and

Anglophone countries and of the Common Law tradition,

the D.E.C.D. project is at once more universal and

more diverse.

2. Guidelines not Convention: Whereas the Council of

Europe Committee has drafted a convention, the

O.E.C.D. Expert Group's mandate limited it to the

drafting of Guidelines for voluntary observation,

education and instruction in members countries,

without excluding the development of a binding

convention at a later stage.

,. 
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3. Automated and Manual Data: Whereas the Council of

Europe's 9raft convention relates to automated data,

the O.E.C.D. Expert Group's mandate is not so limited.

Its Guidelines will extend beyond personal data which

is automatically processed.

4. Economic Issues: Non-personal Data: The G.E.C.D.

Expert Group has a dual mandate. Not only must it

develop guidelines on the basic rules governing

tr·ans-border data flows and t-he protection of personal

data·. It must also investigate the legal and economic

problems relating"to trans-border flows of

non~personal data, including the issue of taxing

policy c~11ed to attention by Mr Chamoux. Work on

this second issue has now begun.

Neither the Council of Europe draft convention nor the

Guidelines prepared by the O.E·.C.D. Expert Group' have yet

compl,eted their, passage thr,ough the formal machinery of the two

organisations. In the case of the O.E.C.'D., the Fifth Meeting

of the Expert Group took place in Paris on 12~14 September

1979. The .Explanatory M~morandum to accompany and elaborate

the Guidelines was settled. Both documents will now be

submitted for consideration, Ultimately by 'the Council of the

O.E.C.D. Because the final' form of the Guidelines has nob yet

been approved (and is at present the subject of home '

consultations), it is not possible 'for me to relate in any

detail the precise terms of the Guidelines. Stiil less is it

for me, an Observer o~ly, to reveal the contents of the Council

of Europe draft. These inhibitions do not prevent a broad

explanation of the Guidelines and their si9nificant for member

countries and for individual citizens.

THE FIRST EFFORT HARMONISING PRIVACY LAWS

The Golden Rule: Right of Access

Despite the differences of language, culture and legal

and institutional traditions, what is remarkable when one looks

at domestic legislation on information privacy (and therefore

at the international instruments designed to harmonise them) is

the rec~rring nature of the principles laid down for data

protection and data security.
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THE FIRST EFFORT HARMONISING PRIVACY LAWS 

The Golden Rule: Right of Access 

Despite the differences of language, culture and legal 

and institutional traditions, what is remarkable when one looks 

at domestic legislation on information privacy (and therefore 

at the international instruments deSigned to harmonise them) is 
the recu.rring nature of the principles laid down for data 
protection and data security. 



An -in'a'ivid~'ai:'- £;llo'~ld - hav~- i("t l~h't' to" obtain"' f'['om a

who h~~"'63h{~ol"bver '. dd"t~ 6b'nf i r'riJat'i"b~: 'bE' w"het:'he-r ~ or" -not
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The "golden' ruie"",of nationai ia;]~': on"this "s~bJect is
the right 'of -individual acc'e-ss~' t'c.:r per s6ri'itl data' ab'6ut oneself.

This principle is at the"·'cbreb{ the O-.E:C'~·D. Guldelines~ . If

nothing else is "aci-d.ev'ed'·· in' domestic p'r'{0acy pr'ot,~ctTon "ana ,in'
iRte~national efforts to·protect'piivacy in trans-bordeF data

flows, than agreement about. this "right of access", such ace'/rd

will, in itsel.f, be a most significant-legal development.

pecson
the data con-trolierh'~s :pe'~:~on'~i:"d~t~~~b'h h-i~. 'H~ should ;;;""

. '."."," ; ..... ',.",., ;.;-.-. '.' .,." ..,'l .. >··.--·.'·.:;;~:·'~:I:· :. :::.~.;...
entItled, WIthIn a reasonable tIme and at a cost (If any) that
is reasonable -tb""ha~e a-tc~ss- '£6'; d~~X; rel'~tirig'" 'to .him":': ~uPPl ied

in a form that"i~"re~dily int~iligibie... , H~"sh;;\jld be :entitled
- . . .~-- .

to challenge that data and, pending the determination of that
chaii~hg~:-'~c66~dirtg t~ l~~:~'''to 'hJv~ the .'r~(;()td ~hhota'ted

concernt~g hi's challeng~~' If hi5·;thaii~rige':i"§'"~i.1~c~·~sf~1,he

should have the right toh~ve' the~ aa'ta 'correGt:~d',"'c~mpiete'd,"-
amended, annotated o'i, if' ~ppi:op~late ~ ' ~r aSe? :. ''':I..~..: .•..,.'... :

...', .' ".:1', ..' ., '., -~-' ,:,., .....".,'.• ,..-" "~""".-;;':".' ";::) ":.~~"~j-.;,,,!,·:,:nl" .'~ :.'''':;'' .,' :'.,.:'j~y,.: .'
This' is the central prIncIple. It IS found' In almost

every i·ri.'~ ttliirient':'6n -irif6rma tier} "'pr·iv·cic·y··:;~6·'·fat ~ ae'~Yeloped.

Under th~ U~it~d"'St'ates p:~iva¢y Act-i974 fer ~xa~ple each

agen~y that mai~tains a system of record~"ls"'obi:iged "upon

request by an individual to giv~ access -to"his record or to any. .
information pertaining to him which is contained in the

system". The Canadian Act notes amongst the entitlements of

the individual that he is entitled to ascertain what records

exist concerning him, the uses to which they are put and to
examine "each such record". The French law in s.35 confers an

entitlement "to obtain access to information concerning, him".

The German Federal Act in s.4 confers a similar right as do the

Austrian, Swedish and Danish laws.

The machinery for enforcement differs. In the United

States it is, by internal bureaucratic machinery or by a civil

action for damages in the courts. In Canada, the machinery is

complaint to the Privacy Commissioner, who has ombudsman

functions. In Europe, provision is typically made for the

complaint to a data protection authority. Though the machinery
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differs, this- common principle is the. lynchpin" of information

privacy legisla~ion in Western countries. it is therefore the

central provisiqn of international efforts to harmonise such

laws. Projects such as those of the D.E.C.D. Expert Group have

a special usefulness. in countries, including my own, where no

privacy laws have yet been ~nacted. The development or
Guidelines which adopt, o~ the international level, the

principle of access to pe~sonal infbrmation, ·will both promote

this proper principle,. ~mpo[tant for individual liberties, and

help ~void tj1e dev~lop~erit .of diff~ren.t and incon~istent

principles that could adversely impact the free flow of

inf9rmation.

Other Rules of Data Quality and Securit~

Apart from the "central provision, there. are other

rules of data quality and data ·security that are spelt out in

the O.E.C.D. Guidelines.These are· also reflected in municipal

law.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Amongst the common rules ar~:

The collection limitation principle: that rules

shou~d be laid dgwn governing the amount and method of

collecting personal data.

The information. quality principle: that ~nformation

should be accurate, complete ans up-to-date for the

purposes for which it may be used.

The purpose specification principle: that the

purposes for which personal d~ta are. collected should

be identified at the time of collection. The use made

of the data should generally be limited to those

purposes or others permitted by law or agreed to.

The disclosure limitation principle: that personal

data ~hould not be disclosed or made available except

by consent, common and routine practice or legal

authority.

The securities safeguards principle: that personal

data should be protected by adequate security.

The· accountability pr inciple: that there shOUld be an

identifiable person accountable in law for complying

with the principles.
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The final form of the.D.E.C.D. Guidelines on the "basic rules"

for the protection of privacy~nd individual, liberties, the

scope of their application and the exceptions from their

provision will have to abide the decision of the Council. Each

of the above principles is~ however, reflected (in differing

language and with different enforcement machinery) in most of

the national laws already passed or now proposed. By

clarifying the general p~inciples ~nd putting them forwar6 to

the international community as an agreed standard, a conceptual

framework i~ provided agait"!st which laws already enacted. or

proposed can be -tested. "''I!heu~iversality-of the technology

inVOlved and the general desirabili ty of free- and unimpeded

flows of info~~~tion between nati~ns'require that local laws

for the protection of information privacy shouid cluster around

common;Ly accepted principles. If we Can get the "basic rUles"

agreed and reflected i~ municipal·l~w, tha~ will itself be a

most significant contributlon to diminishing undue barriers to

the free flow of information_ ~~tween cou~tries_

THE - SECOND EFFORT : INTERNATIONAL CO~OPERlhION'"

There remains the qu~stion of legitim~~e restrictions

on the free flow··of data" between nations. Countries should, be

encouraged to refrain from deYeloping laws, policies and

·practices, ostensibly for the protection,of privacy and

individual liberties, but going beyond what is needed for those

purposes. In other words, if national security or economic,

cultural or technological protection are to be invoked, there

shOUld be no endeavour to disguise them behind machinery

established nominally for protecting information privacy.

Because the free flow of information is generally

considered to be for the benefit of mankind, countries should

take into account the impa<;:t ...,hich their domes-tic processing

and re-export of personal data might have upon avoidance of the

laws of other countries. They should promote uninterrupted and

secure trans-border flows of personal data and Lefrain from

restricting such flows, except where recipient countries do not

provide protection for information privacy, substantially in

accordance with the "basic rules". The development of
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information exchange, mutual assistance and agreed principles

of Private International Law are all desirable ends requiring

further effort~by the international community.

The O.~.C~D. ~uidelines do not foreclose the possible

develop~ent of· a oonven:ion at a later clafe t'e establish

legally "binding rules that will govern these matters. At this

stage of municipal la~ deve~opment, they suggest a -looser and

mo(e flexible regime for the guidance of local lawmakers and as

a firs-t step towards any-'futu["~ binding rules of international

law.

CONCLUSIONS

What" does "all this mean for the individual citizen?

The development"of information technology provides challenges

to society, particularly when that technology is married to the

concurrent rapid advances in telecommu.nications.

In the pas t there" was:···p~r:6t"ect·i'ori·fo-r.·· ind i vidual

privacy in thdmassive bulk and inefficiences of manual files.

Nowadays the capacity of the· computer to store information in

ever-increasing quantity, at diminishing cost and to retrieve

it, integrate it and pxeserve it removes some of the practical

protections that previously existed. Th~ very development of

the technology makes us increasingly dependent upon it.

Decisions about individuals' lives in the future will more and

more be made on the basis of personal data held on .file about

them. The telecommunications dimension makes the place at

which such information is stored iD data banks, increasingly

irrelevant. Information on Australian citizens may be stored

in Texas. Information on Swedish ditizens may be sto~ed in

France. In each case, by telecommuni.cations, the data base may

be int"errogated and will instantaneously respond. In these

circumstances, domestic law could be readily circumvented. At

the very least, it may be difficult to know which domestic law

applies, which standards are to be observed, what rules are to

be followed and how the individual should go about asserting

his rights to information privacy.
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It is'for that reason that inter~ational'

organisations, including the C.E.C.D., have-begun the search

for principles that will~promote uniforlnity in domestic laws

and co-operation at an internation~l. level. ~I do not gretend

that the O.E.C.D. Guidelines will provide.. a complete' and: . ,!_,

enforceable system, actionabl'e a·e'"the behest of an" aggri"ev~d

individual. They do not. But by spelling-- out the, "basic

rules" to be observed in home'-legislation' to protect

information privacy"and individual libert'ies, th"ey may:'

cont.J;.ibute to harmonising municipal laws and- to dirni-nishing the

discordancies that would otherwise arise from local
experimentation in lawmaking. They will be especially useful

in those member countries of the O.E.C.D. (about half)

including Australia and Japan, in which no fUlly developed and

enforceable privacy protection laws have yet been e~acted .

. ····'·TheLlaw cis' .an instrument- for::·.sta1ting -and' ultimately

enforcing society's standards. c It is important, even at a time

of fast-moving. technology, that the law should continue to
assert and uphold: ,the, r.ights 0[-' the. individual.' '. The RUl~ of

Law is the banner. of '.the: Wes.tern communitLes<. Information.

science.~ br.ings,'~.in·;li;ts,brain: grea.t: opportunities for. mankind.

But it also brings challenges', amo"ngst oth.er. things, to

individual human rights. The business' of,;the ·O.E.C.D.

Guidelines is to suggest at the international level what

information privacy laws seek to. attain in the national scene.

This is the maintenance of the 'proper balance between the
general free flow of information within and between nations, on

the one hand, and upholding individual privacy and human
liberties, on the other. It is a heartening to find that

concensus can be reached on principles of national and

international application. Across the world and bridging many

different CUltures, an important agreement has been struck

v;hich will, I hope, make a cont'ribution to defending the

individual ~n a time of great technological change.
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